the context of global norms and institutions. Shelton, for instance, argues that regional human rights systems are positively correlated to their global peers:
As the systems have evolved, the universal framework within which they began, together with their own interactions, have had surprisingly strong influence, leading to converging norms and procedures in an overarching interdependent and dynamic system. In many respects, they are thinking globally and acting locally.
¶2
Contrarily in an earlier argument, when regional systems other than the European one were tentative or non-existent, Vasak cautions that:
The experience of the European Convention of Human Rights . . . tends to show that the regional protection of human rights can achieve full success only if it constitutes an element in a policy of integration on the part of the States of a given region. Only at this price is it possible to permit the blow struck by regionalism in the matter of human rights against the necessary universalism which springs from the intrinsically identical nature of all human beings.
¶3
In light of these arguments, this article reflects on the role of processes of regional integration in the construction of regional human rights systems and the place of converging norms among interdependent national, regional and global human rights systems.
¶4
The sections below first sketch out the background to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and the ASEAN human rights system. The ASEAN Human Rights Declaration, which now represents an important component of that system, consists of three constitutive parts and in the next three sections following ASEAN background, each is examined in turn. First, it consists of politics, or a political context, in which changing political conditions in ASEAN, including its commitment to human rights, provide an enabling environment for the development of the system and its most significant achievement to date: the Declaration. Second, it consists of a process in which different stakeholders compete to exert influence over the system, including the Declaration. Rather than capturing the drafting history of the Declaration, the article explores the political process that led to its adoption. Third, it consists of a product: the Declaration itself.
¶5
Within the politics, process, and product sections, this article also substantively explores the final Declaration and its earlier iterations to capture the key fault lines within the ASEAN human rights system and the key debates in ASEAN with respect to the relationship between democracy and human rights. It also compares the Declaration to other international human rights instruments, including the benchmark Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) . The conclusion provides a summative assessment 12 accelerating the task of assembling the constituent parts.
¶8
Building the ASEAN human rights system first envisaged by ASEAN foreign ministers in 1993 therefore remains a significant political task. The system, for instance, is distinctively plural. A de jure account of it might be limited to the four intergovernmental bodies in Figure 1 , below, but a de facto account must include the real range of institutions that animate the system and help explain its political dynamics. As in 6 The founding document is the 1967 ASEAN Declaration. ASEAN Declaration, ASEAN (Aug. 8, 1967) , http://www.asean.org/news/item/the-asean-declaration-bangkok-declaration (hereinafter "Bangkok Declaration"). 7 Timor Leste became independent in 2002 and submitted an application for membership of ASEAN in February 2011. See Prime Minister of Timor-Leste Visits ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN (March 23, 2011), http://www.asean.org/news/asean-secretariat-news/item/prime-minister-of-timor-leste-visits-aseansecretariat; see also Timor-Leste Continues to Pursue Cooperation with ASEAN, ASEAN (Oct. 4, 2012), http://www.asean.org/news/asean-secretariat-news/item/timor-leste-continues-to-pursue-cooperation-withasean. It will be some time, however, before it meets the membership criteria, including trade liberalization. 8 Association of South East Asian Nations, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creatingopportunities/bilateral-relations/regions/asean/. 9 ASEAN has tentative supra-national bodies. The ASEAN Coordinating Council, for instance, undertakes tasks provided for in the ASEAN Charter, including functions assigned to it by the ASEAN Summit (of Heads of State). Cf. Charter of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, ASEAN (Nov. 20, 2007) , http://www.asean.org/archive/publications/ASEAN-Charter.pdf (hereinafter "ASEAN Charter"). some other multi-lateral organizations, the language of ASEAN diplomacy refers to three distinct "tracks" or institutional layers 13 : Track One covers governmental and intergovernmental bodies; Track Two, non-governmental bodies enjoying official ASEAN recognition; and Track Three, independent bodies, including civil society organizations, which interact with ASEAN organs. Figure 1 captures the principal bodies that constitute the ASEAN human rights system from each of these tracks.
14 ¶9 Further below, I examine the relationships between these institutions, but one key political task worth noting from the outset is to manage a range of alignment issues that will enable the system to evolve and function effectively in line with ASEAN's aspirations. These include the relationships between the AICHR, the ACWC and the ACMW; between the three intergovernmental bodies (AICHR, ACWC and ACMW) and the six national human rights institutions; and between institutions from Track Three and the other two tracks (in the context of ASEAN's commitment to a "people-oriented" community).
15 13 Multi-track diplomacy is an established approach or perspective in international relations, which champions broad-based or inclusive diplomacy. See generally LOUISE DIAMOND & JOHN MCDONALD, MULTI-TRACK DIPLOMACY: A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO PEACE (1993). 14 The system, however, is not limited to these institutions. AICHR, for instance, reports to the bi-annual ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting, while ACWC and ACMW report to the Committee of Permanent Representatives to ASEAN. 15 ASEAN Charter art. 1, § 13 requires parties to "promote a people-oriented ASEAN in which all sectors of society are encouraged to participate in, and benefit from, the process of ASEAN integration and community building." Academics have been less dismissive, although nevertheless cautious. According to Ciorciari, for instance:
[i]n its current form, AICHR is unlikely to have a major effect on political and civil liberties in ASEAN member states. Its structure and decisionmaking rules essentially foreclose "top-down" organizational mandates and impose serious constraints on "lateral" peer pressure or 'bottom-up' challenges from civil society and the public.
¶32
To understand the basis of this caution, it is important to explore the political context to ASEAN concern with human rights and the political dynamics of the ASEAN human rights system. III. POLITICS: THE POLITICAL CONTEXT TO THE DECLARATION ¶33 ASEAN's composition as a disparate group of countries creates distinct political challenges in the development of the ASEAN human rights system-differences that are evident in the subsidiary Declaration of 2012. These political challenges arose particularly from the expansion in membership in the late 1990s, with the accession of poorer and more authoritarian states. As Table 1 , below, reveals, ASEAN member-states vary enormously in terms of population size, levels of economic or social well-being and in their political systems, including their commitment to democracy. According to Freedom House, for instance, Indonesia is the only country in ASEAN which can be labeled as "free"; four (Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand) are "partly free," with weak provision of civil liberties or protection of political rights; while five countries or 50% of ASEAN's membership (Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam), are "not free." In ASEAN, we are committed to the principles of democracy and human rights. But we have found out that different states have different ways of interpreting and promoting both ideals. Some are doing better than others while some are still going through a debate about how to translate these ideals in the ASEAN Charter into their laws and institutions.
24 ¶36 These cleavages, however, are by no means set in stone and alliances vary from issue to issue. In the case of human rights, therefore, the "ASEAN Six" versus the "CLMV" split, and variations of it, can make it difficult to reach agreement within ASEAN, hindering the development of new initiatives.
¶37
This complexity is illustrated in Table 2 , below. The table suggests that the split between the "ASEAN Six" and the "CMLV" countries is not readily evident in their comparative support for the key instruments of international human rights law. It shows that ASEAN member-states subscribe to universal human rights standards in a tentative manner. All ASEAN member-states are party to both the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, while eight of the ten have signed and/or ratified the 2006 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. This suggests significant support for the principle of universal human rights standards. The table, however, points to barely fifty cases where a treaty has been signed and/or ratified from a possible ninety (ten countries, nine instruments), or a commitment rate of fifty-five percent. Only four member-states, for instance, are party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and only three to the Convention Against Torture, 25 with both cases a distinct legacy of authoritarian patterns of rule in the region. Table 2 , for instance, Cambodia and Vietnam appear to be significantly more committed to universal human rights standards than Singapore or Malaysia, where governments still subscribe to elements of the "Asian Values" discourse that posit an opposition between Confuscianist and communitarian norms in East and Southeast Asia and "Western" conceptions of human rights.
27 Data in Table 2 confirms Hathaway's finding that states that ratify international human rights treaties are more likely, on average, to violate them, in contrast to countries with relatively robust domestic human rights bodies which are less likely to ratify them where they feel they will be unable to meet their obligations.
28 ¶39 Despite these differences between member-states and the cleavages to which they give rise, plans for an ASEAN Community were crystallized in the ASEAN Charter adopted on November 20, 2007. The Charter, which entered into force on December 15, 2008, provides the legal underpinnings for the activities of ASEAN organs, forty-one years after its birth. 29 The Charter confirms plans for the inauguration of an ASEAN Community, 30 as well as its three distinct pillars, each underpinned by a new Council.
31
As a core principle, the Charter calls for "respect for fundamental freedoms, the promotion and protection of human rights and the promotion of social justice", giving rise to political and legal obligations on the part of member-states. 32 The Charter, however, also upholds the principle of non-interference by members in the internal affairs of other member-states, 33 and provides that decision-making will be based on the traditional ASEAN principles of consultation and consensus. community. The VAP notes the need to implement collaborative programs consistent with UN and/or ASEAN declarations or conventions on the rights of women, children and migrant workers, 39 pointing to emerging foci.
¶41
Commitment to the establishment of an ASEAN human rights body in the 2007 Charter, however, was a significant step for ASEAN Heads of State. According to governmental representatives on the Charter drafting panel and to academics tracking its progress, the proposed body was the most divisive issue that it faced, 40 and almost brought down the proposed Charter. According to Collins, the Indonesian and Philippine foreign ministers negotiated a compromise with Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar in which provision for the body was inserted at the expense of provisions for majority voting in ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meetings. 41 According to the Burmese representative, the negotiations were so heated that "at times we almost came to blows-literally speaking."
42 Debate concerned not only the establishment of the body, but the detailed provisions to be contained in its Terms of Reference (TOR 
¶42
At one point in the negotiations, he notes, the split was so bad that the opposing groups occupied different rooms, with the Chair shuttling between them. 44 Another variable, pressure from non-governmental organizations (NGOs), was significant, if not critical. According to the Vietnamese representative,
[d]uring the process of drafting the ASEAN Charter, the call from regional NGOs for the human rights issue to be duly reflected in the Charter was strongly voiced. What was the reply of the Charter drafters?
. . . [They] finally came up with a formulation of the enabling provision in the Charter that was considered the best balanced option that may satisfy both those advocating for the establishment of an ASEAN human rights body and those who still have reservations about the idea. The final provision for an ASEAN Human Rights Body in the 2007 ASEAN Charter was, therefore, the result of a multi-actor political battle, one of the most significant in ASEAN's recent history. ¶44
These same political differences, with almost the same intensity, help animate the ASEAN human rights system today. The system, at present, centers on the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights (AICHR), the ASEAN Commission on the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Women and Children (ACWC), and the ASEAN Committee on the Implementation of the ASEAN Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights of Migrant Workers (ACMW). All three, in turn, are supported by the ASEAN Secretariat. Of the three, AICHR is the most important, defined by ASEAN as the "overarching institution responsible for the protection and promotion of human rights in ASEAN." 46 Significantly, AICHR is conceived as an "intergovernmental" and "consultative" body, charged with operating in a "constructive and non-confrontational" manner, limiting its independence and supra-national character. 47 At heart, it consists of ten "Representatives," one per country, each accountable to their "appointing government." 48 As in all ASEAN organs, decisionmaking must be "based on consultation and consensus." 49 ¶45 On paper, ACWC and ACMW share many of these characteristics. Like AICHR, each is defined as inter-governmental and consultative. 50 But in subtle respects, they differ. In contrast to AICHR, where governments, in all but two cases, have appointed trusted diplomats or civil servants as representatives, ACWC and ACMW are characterized by more independent representatives, especially those from Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines. Additionally, ACWC and ACMW also differ from each other. ACWC, for instance, benefits from the fact, noted above, that every ASEAN member state has ratified both the CRC and CEDAW, underpinning a consensus on the substantive rights in both conventions.
51 ACMW, however, is a Committee rather than a Commission and tackles a much more contentious issue in the context of intra-ASEAN politics, pitting migrant-receiving against migrant-sending countries. Although it hasn't been active to date, ACWC is a potentially significant body. While AICHR's powers are carefully circumscribed, for instance, 52 ACWC has a mandate to act as a supra-national "advocate on behalf of women and children, especially the most vulnerable and marginalized" and to "encourage ASEAN member states to improve their situation." National human rights institutions (NHRIs) in the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and Myanmar, and their regional network, the Southeast Asian National Human Rights Institutions Forum (SEANF), occupy an ambiguous position in the ASEAN human rights system. 54 AICHR's terms of reference oblige it simply to "consult" with "other national, regional and international institutions . . . concerned with . . . human rights". 55 Interviews with senior representatives of the NHRIs in Thailand, the Philippines, and Malaysia in mid-2011, however, highlighted frustration at the apparent refusal of AICHR representatives to engage with them, although relations with ACWC were more cordial. 56 The official status of the NHRIs, however, obliges both AICHR and ACWC to establish a modus vivendi with them. The existence of an NHRI in Timor Leste, the establishment of one in Myanmar in 2012, and the expected establishment of a NHRI in Cambodia in the near future all put pressure on AICHR, although the adherence of the NHRIs to the Paris Principles (with the current exception of Myanmar) complicates the task significantly, since it draws attention to AICHR's lack of independence. 57 ¶47 Ironically, perhaps, "Track Two" institutions, autonomous bodies that enjoy formal ASEAN recognition, occupy a clearer position in the ASEAN human rights system than the NHRIs, marking the system out from its regional peers. Both Track Two institutions captured in Figure 1 are officially recognized as "entities associated with ASEAN" under Article 16 of the ASEAN Charter (2007), 58 and AICHR's terms of reference oblige it to engage with these entities, 59 providing both with special status in the context of the system. The Working Group on the ASEAN Human Rights Mechanism (WG-AHRM) and the ASEAN Institutes of Strategic and International Studies Colloquium on Human Rights (AICOHR) have been instrumental in the evolution of the ASEAN human rights system to date. 60 They have generated pressure for the establishment of the system and its subsidiary parts, drafted position papers that fleshed them out, acted as sounding boards and informal think-tanks for ASEAN foreign ministers, especially those of the "ASEAN Six," and facilitated dialogue between ASEAN ministers and trusted experts. They have also engaged with NHRIs and civil society networks, compensating for ASEAN deficiencies in this regard and kept the media, academics and the broader public abreast of developments through workshops, newsletters, and media briefings, again compensating for ASEAN's penchant for secrecy. ¶48 'Track Three' institutions, independent organizations that are not formally recognized by ASEAN, occupy the most ambiguous place in the ASEAN human rights system, but an important one, in the context of ASEAN's ambition to establish a "people- 54 On the activities of the NHRIs in ASEAN (excluding Myanmar) and their network, see PHILLIP J. ELDRIGE, THE POLITICS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA (2002). 55 AICHR ToR § 4.9. 56 Senior representatives of these three NHRIs all argued that AICHR representatives had refused to engage with them. Letters to AICHR representatives, they claimed, remained unanswered and none had been consulted on AICHR's operational guidelines or rules of procedure. In an interview in September 2013, the representatives of one of these NHRIs argued that AICHR representatives continued in their refusal to engage with the NHRIs individually or collectively. NHRIs, for instance, had not been invited to the regional consultations with Track 2 and Track 3 institutions. 57 On the Paris Principles, see supra note 28. 58 Both are listed in Annex 2 of the Charter, identifying entities covered by Article 16. 59 AICHR ToR § 4.8. 60 See Collins, supra note 17, at 83-90.
oriented" community by 2015. Calibrating their exact role in the system is therefore an important but difficult political task; by November 2012, when the Declaration was adopted, AICHR's representatives were unable to agree on the draft "Guidelines on Engagement with Civil Society" document which they had considered over many months. Terms of reference for both AICHR and ACWC, however, oblige them to relate to a range of stakeholders, including civil society organizations (CSOs). 61 Two influential first-term AICHR representatives, 62 Sriprapha Petcheramesree (Thailand) and Rafendi Djamin (Indonesia), came from an activist civil society background (with the WG-AHRM and SAPA-TFAHR respectively) and actively engaged with CSOs, including networks critical of AICHR, although other representatives are more reluctant. CSOs have not always been interested in ASEAN. Since the mid-1990s, however, human rights-focused CSOs have become important political actors in ASEAN, through a combination of street-based militancy, focused advocacy campaigns, civil society networking and shrewd lobbying in the corridors of power. 
¶50
The drafting of the ASEAN Human Rights Declaration therefore took place against a tumultuous political back-drop in which ASEAN member states varied significantly in their commitment to binding international human rights standards and to the broader objectives of democratic reform and ASEAN community building. In particular, it pitted the "ASEAN Six" (Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei) against the "CMLV" countries (Cambodia, Myanmar/Burma, Laos and Vietnam) in significant political competition over human rights standards and institutions in ASEAN. But it also pitted ASEAN states against other stakeholders, especially independentminded human rights NGOs who sought commitment to binding international human rights standards and new organs, including an ASEAN Human Rights Court. As such, it raised questions about ASEAN's ability to evolve from a narrowly-conceived intergovernmental organization to a multi-stakeholder community in which governments increasingly involved non-governmental organizations and other actors in ASEAN governance. Both of these cleavages proved significant in the process of drafting the AHRD.
IV. PROCESS: DRAFTING THE DECLARATION ¶51
The process that led to the adoption of the Declaration underlines not only the evolving and plural nature of the ASEAN human rights system but the political struggles that shape it. It began in September 2010, when AICHR agreed to a two-stage process in which a Drafting Group would prepare an initial draft and AICHR representatives would then revise it. In April 2011, Terms of Reference for the Drafting Group were adopted by AICHR. The Terms asked the Group to uphold international human rights standards. Alongside international standards, the group was also required to take account of "national and regional particularities and mutual respect for different political, historical, cultural and religious backgrounds within ASEAN," as well as "the balance between rights and responsibilities." 67 These provisions of the Terms delineated key fault lines that characterized the whole drafting process and shaped the final declaration. ¶52
In July 2011, the Drafting Group held its first meeting in the Laos capital, Vientiane, and it met another six times before a 20-page draft of 100 articles was submitted to AICHR in January 2012. Throughout the six months, the Drafting Group worked in secrecy, attracting criticism from human rights CSOs and from the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, Navi Pillay. 68 According to the Drafting Group Chair, the process was difficult: it took four meetings, for instance, to agree to a Preamble while members from the CMLV countries often observed, but refused to participate in discussions. 69 Working against a dominant (conservative) axis within the Drafting Group (and ASEAN's proclivity for consensus), representatives from Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines could only produce a first full draft in time for the Group's final meeting. 70 Despite completion, however, the draft revealed profound debates within the Drafting Group. Sixty-three footnotes, for instance, captured caveats from particular countries or the liberal alliance of the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia. The influence of the conservative faction was evident. Even the titles and relative number of articles in the various sections made the conservative influence evident. A section headed "The Limitation of Rights," for instance, contained eighteen articles, the same as the section on "Civil and Political Rights," while a section on the "Duties and Responsibilities" of individuals contained an additional seven.
¶53
During the first five months of 2012, AICHR worked on the draft in secrecy. Representatives met with ASEAN sectorial bodies on May 10, 2012, while the Indonesian and Thai representatives held an informal meeting with CSOs in Bangkok on May 26, but otherwise there was little engagement with other stakeholders. The secrecy provoked disquiet and in a statement on May 11, 2012, Navi Pillay called for "meaningful consultations with people from all walks of life, in every country across the South-East Asia region."
71 As a result of criticisms, between June and September 2012 the process partially opened up. A working draft (the Myanmar draft) was agreed upon during AICHR's sixth meeting on the Declaration in Yangon between June 3 and 6, 2012. Thereafter, AICHR Representatives from Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines and Malaysia held public consultations in their respective capitals in mid-June. On June 22, 2012, in the Malaysian capital Kuala Lumpur, and as part of its seventh meeting on the Declaration, AICHR held its first formal consultation on the draft Declaration with invited CSOs. Those perceived as critical of AICHR such as Forum Asia and SAPA-TFAHR were excluded, 72 but those CSOs present-included representatives of the WG-AHRM national chapters-were alarmed by the Myanmar draft, which had been leaked surreptitiously to the CSOs rather than released formally to them by AICHR.
¶54
The following day, June 23, 2012, AICHR agreed to a revised draft (the Malaysia draft) and after it quickly leaked this provided the basis for debate over the next three months. Despite requests from CSOs, however, the draft was never formally released by AICHR. 74 Human rights NGOs engaged in the system argued that the draft fell below the standards set out in the 1948 UDHR. 75 The Malaysia draft was considered by ASEAN . "We will not go lower than the Universal Declaration," she said. In contrast . . . the representative from Lao, insisted that [AICHR] "should not simply copy the Universal Declaration but take into consideration the diversity and realities of the ten ASEAN membercountries." 78 ¶56 AICHR, this suggests, was split between a liberal wing, composed primarily of Indonesia, Thailand and, on some issues, the Philippines, and a conservative wing, led by Vietnam and Laos, but supported on an issue-by-issue basis by Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei, Myanmar and Cambodia. Internal divisions were magnified by high profile opposition to the draft from human rights networks. On September 25, for instance, representatives of Forum Asia and SAPA-TFAHR delivered a statement before the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva, labeling the draft Declaration as discriminatory and in violation of the principle of the inalienability of human rights. negotiations before the Declaration's adoption on November 18. 80 More conservative in many instances than the AICHR Representatives, the senior officials made small but critical changes to the draft, for instance, removing reference to a right of association, a right upheld in UDHR Article 20, and vital to the functioning of an autonomous civil society. 81 Speaking at a conference in Jakarta on October 17, a month before its adoption, the outgoing Thailand Representative to AICHR noted her concerns about the draft Declaration:
[s]o far, the [Declaration] in my opinion . . . falls below international human rights standards. At least in AICHR, we have said repeatedly that the [Declaration] will not go below international standards but rather add value to human rights standards but still . . . the [Declaration] has room for improvement and I really hope that it will be improved before its adoption.
¶58
And beyond the Declaration itself, she argued, the drafting process pointed to weaknesses in the broader ASEAN human rights system:
It is now for ASEAN to prove that it can sincerely deal with the issue of people's rights. However, as long as human rights is perceived to be intrusive, there will be no guarantee that the ASEAN human rights bodies will be equipped with soul. A body needs a soul to function properly. Its human rights [system] will lack relevance if ASEAN continues to be inhibited by the principles of non-interference and consensus. They will not be able to function properly until the sovereignty of the state is balanced by the sovereignty of the people. It will be hypocritical if ASEAN allows human rights bodies to exist but deprives them of the power to effectively protect its people.
¶59
While speaking in a personal capacity, Sriprapha echoed the views of a liberal alliance, composed of AICHR representatives, Drafting Group members, diplomats, academics and CSO activists who have worked to build an ASEAN human rights system compatible with international standards, but they still represent a minority, albeit active, position within ASEAN. 80 A Thai foreign ministry press release hinted at the impasse, noting that the New York meeting "considered the Draft [Declaration] . . . and directed the senior officials to consider the said draft before being adopted by the ASEAN leaders at the upcoming ASEAN Summit . . . To note, the consideration of senior officials would not change the content of the said draft, but would follow the normal procedure of the outcome document before submitting it to the leaders for their approval." Informal ASEAN Ministerial Meeting in New York, THAI MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Sept. 28, 2012), www.mfa.gov.th/main/en/media-center/. 81 Article 24 of the draft Declaration provided that "[e]veryone has the right to freedom of assembly and association" but the final two words were removed at a late stage, after the New York meeting of ASEAN foreign ministers. 82 Dr Sriprapha Petcharamesree, Plenary Address at Jakarta conference. 83 Id. ¶60 Although radically different from the Draft Group's version of January 2012, the Declaration adopted on November 18, 2012, was little different than the Myanmar, Malaysia or the Philippines drafts of May, June or September 2012, suggesting remarkable continuity during the drafting process. Echoing the story of the ASEAN Charter of 2007, the political struggle to draft the Declaration was fought on two main fronts. First, key members of the "ASEAN Six," mainly Thailand and Indonesia (supported by WG-AHRM), championed a progressive Declaration that embraced universal human rights standards, in opposition to the "CMLV" countries (sometimes in alliance with Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei) which sought a more conservative document, limiting the application of these standards in ASEAN. Second, ASEAN foreign ministers and AICHR representatives, seeking a consensus within ASEAN and to contain expectations, battled against the activist civil society networks keen to dramatically expand the reach of universal human rights standards in ASEAN. Like the 2007 ASEAN Charter, the Declaration represents a victory for ASEAN's liberals and conservatives alike. The ASEAN human rights system continues to evolve and these two political cleavages, and the manner in which they are calibrated, will continue to influence its development in coming years. The final product from this process, the 2012 ASEAN Declaration on Human Rights, provides further evidence of these cleavages, yet the AHRD is a stage in a journey rather than a destination and evidence suggests that these cleavages may well be managed productively and creatively in the years ahead.
V. PRODUCT: THE CONTENT OF THE DECLARATION ¶61
The ASEAN human rights system consists of norms as well as institutions, giving it a cognitive or normative as well as a structural dimension. 84 The ASEAN Human Rights Declaration is, therefore, a critical component of the system. It is the fourth human rights declaration adopted by ASEAN member-states to date, 85 but by far the most important. The Declaration must be viewed in the context of ASEAN's ambition to establish an ASEAN Community based on three distinct pillars: economic, politicalsecurity and socio-cultural. First, the Declaration contributes to the process of norm generation, especially in the political-security pillar, which promotes democracy, human rights and good governance in ASEAN. 86 In particular, it promotes the elaboration of political entitlements in the specific plans for each pillar. Second, the Declaration will help to balance the three pillars, for instance by helping to ensure that the relativelyadvanced economic pillar is balanced by substantive political-security and socio-cultural pillars. In conjunction with the embryonic entitlements set out in the political-security and socio-cultural community blueprints, it supports the political claims of individuals seeking to avail of their human and citizenship rights and the organizations working to 84 The text of the ASEAN Human Rights Declaration is available at http://www.asean.org/news/aseanstatement-communiques/item/asean-human-rights-declaration. 85 The other three are the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women in the ASEAN Region (adopted support them. As a result, it will support a significant process of political claim-making, in the context of efforts to create a "people-oriented" ASEAN community.
¶62
The Declaration underlines the plural as well as the evolutionary nature of the ASEAN human rights system, its normative plurality echoing the institutional plurality explored above. This plurality is evident in the range of human rights and other instruments from which it draws most of its provisions: the U.N. Charter (1945), the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) (1948), the UN Declaration on the Right to Development (DRD) (1986), the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action (VDPOA) (1993), the Bangkok Declaration (1993), the joint communiqué from the ASEAN Ministerial Meeting of July 23-24 (JCAMM)(1993) and the 2007 ASEAN Charter. 87 The Declaration champions many norms embedded in international human rights instruments, including respect for individual human rights and contains a clear enunciation of the duties of ASEAN member-states to respect, promote and fulfill the human rights and freedoms which it sets out. It counter-balances this elaboration of individual rights and freedoms, however, through an elaboration of the duties of individuals to larger communities and to their institutional embodiment in the form of the state. And in addition to the first and second generation rights typically promoted in international human rights instruments, the Declaration sets out third generation rights, building on provisions in the UN DRD (1986) and other instruments.
¶63
Inevitably, the elaboration of individual duties and of third generation rights will provoke concerns that it supports a "cultural-relativist" approach to international human rights law, rooted in the "Asian Values" discourse of the 1990s. Such labels, however, largely negate the remarkable changes in the politics of member-states and to consequent efforts to build an ASEAN human rights system. The system represents an effort by certain member-states to create a buffer between global bodies such as the U.N. Human Rights Council and national institutions, 89 or in the case of Singapore and Brunei, to circumvent the need for national human rights institutions.
¶64
The first nine articles (arts. 1-9) of the Declaration cover "General Principles" and are the most controversial. Four are drawn from the 1948 UDHR, 91 linking the Declaration to universal principles, one from the JCAMM 1993, 92 and one from the 87 Some of these instruments and documents are mentioned in the Preamble to the Declaration but not others. 88 CHRISTIAN TOMUCHAT, HUMAN RIGHTS: BETWEEN IDEALISM AND REALISM 24-57 (2003). First generation rights date to the 18 th century, cover traditional civil liberties such as the right to freedom of assembly and are also known as negative rights, because they require the state to refrain from patterns of behavior which infringe on such rights. Second generation rights date to the early twentieth century and cover rights such as the right to education or to an adequate standard of living. They are also known as positive rights because they oblige the state to be proactive in the provision of public goods and services or in the design of public policy. Third generation rights move beyond the individual rights of the first and second generation and promote collective rights such as the right to peace. Third generation rights are controversial, not least because it is unclear which collective entities can avail of them and on whom they place obligations. 89 Some of which object to the intrusive scrutiny of the Universal Periodic Review process over-seen by the UN Human Rights Council. VDPOA. 93 Parts of other provisions can be traced to the Bangkok Declaration 1993 and the JCAMM 1993. 94 Article 6 provides, in part, that:
The enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms must be balanced with the performance of corresponding duties as every person has responsibilities to all other individuals, the community and the society where one lives. ¶65 Furthermore, article 8 provides that "[t]he human rights and fundamental freedoms of every person shall be exercised with due regard to the human rights and fundamental freedoms of others" and that "[t]he exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law . . . and to meet the just requirements of national security, public order, public health, public safety, public morality as well as the general welfare of the peoples in a democratic society." ¶66 These provisions echo Article 29(1) of the UDHR, which provides that "everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development [of] his personality is possible." They also echo provisions in regional instruments, including the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights (ACHPR) (1981), Article 27(1) of which provides that 'Every individual shall have duties towards his family and society, the State and other legally-recognized communities . . ." Nevertheless, in Article 7, the Declaration seeks to distinguish regional human rights standards from universal standards and from those in other regional systems, providing that "the realisation of human rights must be considered in the regional and national context and bearing in mind different political, economic, legal, social-cultural, historical and religious backgrounds." ¶67 These provisions generated controversy prior to the adoption of the Declaration, with regional and international human rights CSOs seeking changes to them. 95 On November 5, 2012, two weeks before the Declaration's adoption, for instance, Amnesty International sought a postponement, arguing that Articles 6, 7 and 8, in particular, pushed the Declaration below international standards by eroding individual rights. 96 in almost all ASEAN countries, including Indonesia." 98 This explains the absence of reference to such rights in the Declaration. In support of Malaysia's position, it can be pointed out that the Declaration provides a counter-balancing right to privacy (in Article 21); and that claw-backs on the grounds of "morality" feature in other Declarations or Conventions, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the European Convention on Human Rights. 99 Nevertheless, these caveats and restrictions under "General Principles" frame the individual rights that follow, suggesting a hierarchy in which the rights of individuals are subsidiary to those of states.
¶68
These provisions represent continuity in the thinking of ASEAN leaders over the last 20 years (the JCAMM 1993 called for a "balance between the rights of the individual and those of the community") but also a departure, since the catch-all provision that the exercise of human rights can be limited by the "requirements" of the "general welfare of [people]" (as well as the more specific caveats that accompany it) goes beyond that in previous ASEAN documents. 100 This may be a concession to conservative states to secure their support for universalist provisions in the Declaration. Article 9 refers to a need to avoid "double standards" and "politicization" in the realization of human rights and freedoms, repeating language used in the 1993 Bangkok Declaration, and firing a shot across the bows of Western states perceived as meddling in the affairs of ASEAN member-states using human rights conditionality.
¶69
In the first substantive part, the next sixteen articles (Articles 10-25) set out civil and political rights. Significantly, they speak of the rights of "persons" rather than "individuals," reflecting antipathy to the putative Western emphasis on individual rights.
102 Each derives from the UDHR Article 10 provisions for civil and political rights but omits reference to the ICCPR. 103 The provisions, mark a relatively minor departure from the rights set out in UDHR 1948, the absence of reference to a right of association notwithstanding. Provision for capital punishment in article 11, for instance, is controversial with regional human rights networks but largely compatible with Article 6 of the ICCPR. Nevertheless, as noted above, Articles 10-25 are significantly weakened by the provisions in Articles 6-8. ¶70
In the second part, Articles 26-34 set out economic, social and cultural rights, maintaining and arguably reinforcing an unhelpful binary distinction from the Cold War between first (civil and political) and second (economic, social and cultural) generation rights in the ICCPR and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural and Inter-American Conventions which predate the 1986 UN DRD. 115 This right is primarily asserted vis-á-vis ASEAN member-states: Article 35, for instance, provides that "the lack of development may not be invoked to justify the violations of internationally recognised rights," an assertion on the part of "ASEAN Six" countries vis-á-vis the "CLMV" countries. The fourth part, in Article 38, sets out a right to peace, providing that "[e]very person and the peoples of ASEAN have the right to enjoy peace within an ASEAN framework of security and stability, neutrality and freedom, such that the rights set forth in this declaration can be fully realized." ¶73
The article reinforces other important ASEAN instruments, 116 and arises from the particular history of the region as a theatre of super-power rivalry since the establishment of ASEAN in 1967. The final part, Article 39, provides for cooperation among ASEAN member-states in the promotion and protection of human rights and with other national, regional and international entities, in accordance with the ASEAN Charter.
VI. CONCLUSION ¶74
The ASEAN human rights system is the fourth regional human rights system, complementing the European, Inter-American and African systems, and the first established both in Asia and since 1981. Of the other systems, it is closest in character to the African system. Like its African counterpart, for instance, the ASEAN system is institutionally weak and normatively distinctive, marking both out from the European and Inter-American systems with their powerful Court and Commission respectively and their clear assertion of the primacy of individual human rights. The Declaration adopted on November 18, 2012, reinforces these characteristics. It is duty-oriented, counterbalancing the rights of individuals with corresponding duties to states and wider communities. It sets out substantive "positive" rights (especially economic and social rights), and more tentative "negative" rights (or civil liberties), framed by support for government intrusions such as the use of capital punishment and limitations on the grounds of "general welfare," "public morality" and other criteria. It promotes controversial third generation rights, including collective rights to development and to peace.
¶75
These features may suggest that it espouses a cultural-relativist position, in opposition to the universalist norms of international human rights law, and therefore outside the interdependent structure of regional and global human rights systems, proposed by Sheldon (see Section 1, above). But this argument is flawed on two main grounds. First, despite notable victories for conservative forces during the drafting process, the declaration represents a delicate balance between universalist and culturalrelativist norms, representing inevitable (and necessary) debate and political contestation within AICHR and the ASEAN human rights system about the role of human rights and democracy in the ASEAN integration process. The Declaration represents partial victory for both positions and a delineation of a key fault line as the system continues to evolve, albeit one likely to change over time. Second, the Declaration represents regional support for, rather than a radical departure from, international human rights law, with its clear reaffirmation of the main provisions of the UDHR. This includes respect for individual human rights and a clear enunciation of the duties of ASEAN member states to respect, promote and fulfill the rights and freedoms which it sets out. ¶76
Adoption of the Declaration represents a significant milestone in the development of the ASEAN human rights system and underlines both its current significance and future possibilities. The product, the Declaration itself, however, is less important than the process that led to it and the political context that framed it, as they have a critical bearing on the continuing evolution of the ASEAN human rights system, of which the Declaration is a subsidiary and, in some respects, temporary part. AICHR's Five-Year Work-Plan 2010-15 requires it to "[w]ork towards the ASEAN Convention on Human Rights upon adoption of the [Declaration]," 117 suggesting that a Convention may be adopted in a few years time, marginalizing the Declaration. Not all ASEAN memberstates may sign or ratify such a Convention, ensuring that the Declaration remains relevant. Nevertheless the political context and process that led to the Declaration will shift as AICHR works to draft a Convention.
¶77
Regional human rights systems are not fixed products, established at particular points in history, but rather are works-in-progress, evolving over time. The European Convention on Human Rights, for instance, was adopted in 1950 and came into force in 1953, but it evolved slowly over the next sixty years with the cumulative addition of substantive protocols. It reached an important milestone in 1998, for instance, when Protocol 11 abolished the European Commission on Human Rights, eliminating its filtering of cases sent to the European Court of Human Rights and subjecting national parties to the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court by eliminating optional derogations. What began as a political construct, therefore, evolved gradually to become a powerful judicial mechanism.
¶78
The ASEAN human rights system is on a similar road, in many respects, starting out as a political project, but evolving along the path to becoming, potentially, an authoritative law-making and law-enforcing body. Criticism of the ASEAN human rights system from some academics and human rights organizations implies it is a fixed and static product, but in reality, significant progress is already evident in its short life. The evolutionary nature of the system is both discernible to independent social scientists and jurists tracking its progress and programmed into its architecture. In an important study, reflecting on the establishment of AICHR in 2009, Hsein-Li outlines an incremental process that reflects the thinking of a liberal alliance, composed of the WG-AHRM and of some ASEAN foreign ministers, AICHR representatives, and civil society activists:
[t]his would entail the formalization of the ASEAN Declaration on Human Rights into the ASEAN Convention on Human Rights, the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights into the ASEAN Commission on Human Rights and the establishment of the ASEAN Court of Human Rights such that international human rights law is firmly established within ASEAN.
¶79
For this to happen, a tipping point must be reached where progressive states such as Indonesia and Thailand receive more committed support from ambivalent member-states such as the Philippines and Malaysia. But this seems a distinct possibility as memberstates focus on the ASEAN Community in the run up to 2015 and beyond and as political reform in Myanmar reduces tension between the "ASEAN Six" and the "CMLV" countries.
¶80
The evolutionary approach is also incorporated into the architecture of the ASEAN human rights system. AICHR's terms of reference provide that it shall be guided by the "adoption of an evolutionary approach that would contribute to the development of human rights norms and standards." 119 In addition, the Cha-Am Hua Hin Declaration on the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights and the AICHR ToR provide for a review of the Commission's activities after five years, creating an important opportunity for a reappraisal of the system in 2014. This will take place roughly a year ahead of the planned establishment of an ASEAN Community in 2015 (although this latter target date may slip). In return for its support of the AICHR ToR, Indonesia secured agreement from other ASEAN member-states in 2009 that AICHR will acquire a substantive "protect" mandate as a result of this review. 120 Given that the ASEAN Community is anticipated to have new authoritative, supra-national organs, it is possible that the ASEAN human rights system will become such an organ in 2014, 2015 or soon after, especially in light of the provision for the commencement of work towards an ASEAN Human Rights Convention. In the context of Vasak's concern that regional human rights systems be locked into a process of regional integration (see Section 1, above), the ASEAN human rights system is directly linked to a unfurling process of ASEAN integration, giving it substance and significant potential. The road ahead seems reasonably clear, with the process locked-in in key respects. The Declaration notes its origins in the ASEAN Charter, "in particular the respect for and promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms, as well as the principles of democracy, the rule of law and good governance."
121 Furthermore, the Charter itself, and the blueprints for the institutional pillars on which the ASEAN community will be built, envelope the ASEAN human rights system, providing a fertile environment in which it can develop. ¶81 Some academics have been cautious in their assessment of the system to date. According to Ciorciari, for instance, the system will institutionalize human rights deliberations in ASEAN "in the sense of confining them to a controlled bureaucratic environment." 122 The evolving ASEAN human rights system, however, is too plural in institutional and normative terms to serve this purpose, with control of it no longer confined to ASEAN Foreign Ministers or to AICHR but shared in important senses with Track Two and Track Three institutions in a process of political bargaining, of 118 Hsein-Li, supra note 16, at 254. 119 AICHR ToR § 2.5. 120 Dr Nur Hassan Wirajuda, Foreign Minister of Indonesia 2001-2009, Keynote Speech at Jakarta conference. AICHR at present has a limited mandate to promote, but not protect, human rights in ASEAN. 121 ASEAN Declaration, supra note 1, at Preliminaries. 122 Ciorciari, supra note 16, at 697.
"governance" in place of "government." A good example of this plurality is the coexistence of AICHR and the ACWC (see Figure 1, above) . AICHR, for instance, serves as a lightening rod for support and criticism alike of the system, its "overarching" role encouraging supporters, its "inter-governmental" (rather than supra-national) character encouraging its critics. But in contrast to AICHR, and the close scrutiny which it receives, ACWC operates below the radar, building on prior agreements and consensus with respect to women and children to develop a potentially substantive "protect" mandate, in comparison to AICHR's more tentative "promote" mandate. This twin-track approach holds significant potential to separate controversial aspects of the system, the "high-politics," from productive opportunities, or the "low politics" of developing institutional working practices.
¶82
Asian leaders set out an important principle in the elaboration of regional human rights systems in the Bangkok Declaration of 1993:
[we] [r]ecognize that while human rights are universal in nature, they must be considered in the context of a dynamic and evolving process of normsetting, bearing in mind the significance of national and regional particularities and the various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds.
123 ¶83 The ASEAN Human Rights Declaration of 2012 represents a practical expression of this principle. Almost 20 years on from the Bangkok Declaration, it symbolizes an important continuity in the thinking of Asian leaders and a commitment over time to delivering on promises, suggesting a reasonably predictable pattern of change. Far from a culturalrelativist body, it is a tangible step in a structured, inclusive and evolutionary process to build an ASEAN human rights system that promotes and protects the rights of 570 million people in South-East Asia, and helps to ensure their security, well-being and distinctive cultural identities.
